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Inquiring Without linages
would like to make one correction

about the introduction, It was mentioned'
that I was influenced by Krishnamurti. It is
not 8: matter of influence at all, but simply a

matter of seeing clearly for oneself, what is
, pointed out clearly, This is freedom from
influence.

'

The title of this conference is "Women in
American Buddhism," It is a fact that one
is a woman or a'man. .Also that one has an

image of oneself as a woman or aman. Not
just one image but a whole host of images.
That one is a Buddhist is an Image. .That
one is an American is animage, apart from

, the fact that one carries some papers when
one goes abroad. If one looks carefully, to
think of oneself as American is tied up with

images, emotions, and feelings of

separation, as are all images.
Just before leaving to come here, I was

asked a question 'by a woman who was

working in the kitchen: (She had dropped
in recently, and had been' very' active in
women's movement) She askedme, "What
are you going te- say to these people when
YO'u go? Are you just going to talk about
this or that, or are you going 'to be concern-

'

" '

listen to some things at all. It may be too because one has been manipulated.
painful or too 'threatening. Watch it for yourself. You will discover
Do you see that you do hav,e an image of amazing things, what goes on in this mind

yourself as being somebody or many and therefore throughout this body..
"bodies";" being a Buddhist,. being a Anything that goes on in this mind, any {l
woman, being an American? The'American single thought, is totally connected with the' ,_ �
'image was recently very'much appealed to whole organism -. electrically, neuro- �
'by watching the Olympic, games. Does one chemically. One pleasurable' thought gives a ,!:;!

watch deeper than what one sees on. the 'gush or' good feeling. Then one wants to �
screen?, When' the national anthem' is keep that, which is another thought. "How �
played, when the flags go up and our young can I keep that?" When it stops",�
'men and women stand on top, does the "What have I done to lose it?" "How canI a:
patriotic heart start beating and feel good, get it back?"
having been given a boost - but a boost to The poor body has to respond to all oj
what? A boost to an image" If one's this, not even. done yet with the pleasure,
'country has' won lots of medals, one when already there is pain. The body isn't
doesn't mind seeing others win one too done 'with it quickly. It takes the physical
.every once in a 'while; because one is also organism a while to get back into balance.
identified with the Image' �f "brother- I don't know whether our bodies even

hood."
'

,
...

'

know whatbalance is anymore. There's so

As far as one's religious affiliation is 'much residue still there, not just within the
concerned, is one identified with it, -body, but of 'Course within the brain.
attached to it , so. that on� self-image ,We do all this mental bookkeeping,
includes and is invest� in the religion, the rememberingwhat he or she did, to us this
religious group- or center that one belongs-:. morning, yesterday, a year ago, sometimes
to? This can easily be tested. When '

ten Qr.{ifteen years ago. "tm not going to
someone criticizes one's religion/does one forget \that," one says;' whic:h,'means no

feel defensive immediately, personally 'relationship with the person is possible, The
person is branded,'marked. One sees llim or

her and there is the image of what he,or'she ,

tlid .'Our response.is dictated by the image.. '

dominated' by it. When 'there is an insight ,

into this.whole process, and one sees it:the
seeing is 'already the interruption of it.
Nonetheless, image�making'may continue
because it's very pleasurable to us. We live,
in :and for our images, even if 'they're
painful, because we think we have to live
for .something.

'

Can one question allthistI don't call this
work "Zen" anymore, because the word' .is

· extra, unnecessary to the inquiry. This
fundamental inquiry into the human 'mind
and body (not my 'mind and body
personally, but the human mind) doesn't
need-any descriptive label. To the extent
that thismind (as it functions in images, in
blockages, in contradiction and conflict) is
.elearly understood, the.whole human'mind
is clearly understood, because it does not

differ fundamentally from one person to

another: On the surface, superficially,
�e�re'all different, but fundamentally each

, of us has an image of being a self, of being
someone.

To -see that this is ,an idea, a thought
'creation, seems inordinately difficult. The
self-image feels so solid, so real, that one
takes the self for a fact, One confuse; it
with this body and the ongoing processes of
thought, sensations and emotion. But there
is no owner of all this.'

,

To say "this is me" andhave an image _:_
"I'm good at this, I'm poor-at-that" - is a

'mental construction, a bunch of thoughts
and ideas just like any other thought and
idea, part of that stream of thinking poured
out by the brain. Yet "this is me" is the
.root .of' all our individual interpersonal,
problems and our international problems.

. Most of. you here are probably very
concerned with the state of the world, the

" .terrorism, the fighting that goes on id- the
Middle East and, elsewhere, Recently I
heard a" famous' news commentator,
reporting 'about: a new violent incident .in -

Jerusalem where Christians; Muslims and
Jews are at bloody loggerheads ,with each

-- other. He said, "How is it possible, in the
place where three of the greatest religions
were born and all of them preach peace,
that people kill each', other? It's

· unfathomable.": But if, one thoroughly
understands identification, investment"

,

'

image, defensiveness and aggressiveness by')'
� seeing it directly in' oneself as it happens,
thenit is not unfathomable that' members'

r of religious groups fighi ,'eac6" other and'
• even kill each other:'

.,' ,

, So what is one, going to do about all of
, this? Which was .the question asked of'me
-by this womanin the kitchen, "What are
you going to do about it?"

" -

-; It is a simple fact that this work can only
start with 'oneself. -If'-in 'oneself confusion
reigns, images dominate andmotivateone's
action and position and goals of what one

/

ed with 'women? How. they have been
downtrodden in spiritual. traditions, placed
at the bottom of

'

the hierarchical structure?
How 'men consider that women: are

in-capable of 'liberatiQn,' . emancipation,
enlightenment (which holds for' the Zen

tradition as well as other Buddhist

traditions)? There are women who are

waiting to hear about it. Are you going to
address Yourself to this? What are' you
'going to do about it?" ,

-

,

'The :Work of questioning deeply into the
, human mind is'more than, specific issues, or'
specific' problems. The whole human
condition is embraced. However, this work

,

is not doingwhat we normally do and have
been doing for hundreds and thousands Of '

years: nam ly, rushing to solve problems in
a more or less violent way. This work is to
'understand a problem, not just super
ficially, or even deeply, but-totally. It is to '

understand.so completely that the probl�m'
.

'may be resolved not through a solution, but
.through understandingv

,

Before continuing, let me, say something
about listening' � because we are from

,

many -different backgrounds,. places,
countries, traditions, or no tradition. How
does one

.

listen to a talk like this or the
following ones? Can you listen carefully as

'

though it was just a conversation between
you andme? How 'are you listening? Do
you have an image 0{ Toni? ,

'To my surprise, when-meeting me; a lot
-

of people say ·"1 know about you. I've
heard about you." So do you have an

Image? .Knowing about Toni, having an

idea about her, 'maybe you've read a little
booklet, heard stories, and now 'you have
an idea of what she is' or propagates. And
do you have an image of yourself, what

group or tradition you' belong to? Is there
the ever-readiness in the'mind to compare {l

t:

what is being said to what one already �
knows? Then you're not listening. You're �
comparing, and what is really saidflows by '�
unheard. �

S�, at least for the short duration of this �
. l::

talk, is it possible to suspend' what one '"

knows, to suspend comparison? Can one' a:
, just be open, completely open, not knowing
,

how one will react, just receiving? If one'
has an image of oneself or of this 'person'
that is sitting here, this pure listening is
impeded or distorted. One reads into-it or
subtracts from it, or one will not want to

_ attacked and hurt? Or if somebody praises
,

one's gfqup 'or center," is one's vanity,
flattered?' One's personal vanity, one's
identification ':- this is "me."

' .

And as a woman, what kind of images
does one nurture, mostly una'fare? Many
people say to me that women have -such a

bad image,of themselves, that one has to

work on one,'s image, .improve it, which
,
'means substituting a good image for a bad

c:- image. But why does one need any image? .

"

One doesn't 'understand the difficulties, the
impediment, the separation that all hpages
create within ourselves and among each

,

other.
.

."
At times one may-well have witnessed the

battle of inner images: one wants "to be a

good mother, butone alWays wants. to go to
retreats. There are guilt feelings as the

,

mother, and guilt feelings if one doesn't go
to retreats enough, So there, is a battle oj
.images within, which expresses itself in

general irritation. And in inter-personal
relationships too there' is strain; two people ,

living together having images of themselyes
and the other. inevitably creates, contradic-

-

tions. Who dominates whom? One' feels
'manipulated and needs to, manipulate,

"Do you see that you do
have animage of yourself
as being somebody or

many "bodies" --:-being a

Buddhist, being ,a

woman, being an

American?"
'.

'r

'Toni Packer is the resident teacher at
Genesee Valley Zen Center, Rochester, NY.
Born in Germany iIl.1927, she then lived in
Switzerland, where she' married an

American student. They moved to the.
United States in 1951, where she studied
psychology at the University ofBuffalo . .In '

1967, she became a student of Kapleau.
Roshi. In 1971 she ,was asked 70 begin
counseling at the Rochester .Zen Center,
and in 1976 to take onadditional teaching
duties. Her encounter with the work of,
Krishnamurti led her to a deep questioning

, oj all the established forms andtraditions,
, including those of Zen Buddhism. She left

,

the Zen Center in 1981 when she felt she
could no longer work within the boundaries'
of the Buddhist tradition. In 1982, Genesee
Valley Zen Center was founded, where
Toni now teaches and administers,
together-with the resident staff _'

/
. "It is a simple fact that
this work can only start
witll oneself."

,

wants to be, or to become - when that
dominates the inner scene, how can one

'

resolve confusion among each other and in
the world? One just carries that confusion
with one whatever one does. Arid yet will
/ one start 'to look, to question everything,
and leave no stone 'unturned, which'may
shake up one's whole foundation? Onemay
anxiously or defiantly .keep one's images
-and say, "I can't do without them, lim
attached to them. It's human nature."
But is one at. least clear what one.js

,

doing? Can one see that one's foundation is
one of separation and isolation, because it
is divided from thefoundationg of other
human beings? Each one is defending their ,

own foundation. Believing in it, putting
their refuge in it, and at times reaching as if
over the foundation wall to' shake hands
with someone else, who reaches over his or '

her foundation wall to shake hands and to
assure each other ofmutual understanding.
Or can these walls break down completely?

,

So that nothing separates us from. one

another? it is a tremendous challenge.
Onemay feel that I am exaggerating.jhat

it's 'my .opinion, 11m not trying to give'
opinions. 11m talking.about what comes out

i' of 10ekirig..:very,seriouslY into oneself, and
.

seeing the dangerous consequences of
indentification with something or' some
body, and the danger of being somebody.
ws onlywhen you really work on

yourself, as'many of you do, probing
deeply and stopping nowhere - not "11m
only going this far and no farther". - but,
"going all the' way, that one really comes in

continued on page 10
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SEEING.WITHOlJT KNOWING
Writings on Zelll>Work

by
.

.

Toni Packer
resident teacher of the

Genesee Valley Zen Center

\

Cost $5.50 postpaid

"

In 1982 Toni Packer left the
Buddhist tradition in which she

,had been teaching, 'td-rorm .the
Genesee Vall�y Zen Center, where
,ze'n-work takes place without any'
religious symb,oJs, rituals, or

, authority,

A1so: zen talks available on
cassettes including:'
.' On becoming (Mumonkan
#9: Daitsu Chisho Buddha)
Causation (Mumonkan #2:

Hyakujo and a fox)
011 relationship

.' On memory
. \;1iolerice,

Cost)$?75:tape p�st paid
. Write for complete Iist of titles
Order from

Genesee Valley Zen Center
P.O. Box 969

. Rochester, IS.Y. 14603
.

,

Please enclose check with orders,
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': ,We areveqetertans and meat eaters. If
wedon't recognize the meat-eater in us�

. we cannot ·relate to them "outside". A

whole world' is off-limits to us. Right
·

away there are conflicts .,"You guys are

.not on the right path, I am," It doesn't
mean ·we nave to eat meat, but, being
both carnivores and vegetarians, we can
choose freely each moment which to be..

. , There are endless ways to divide us up
.

to. intoHttle boxes arid say "Thi; is the
right box," All those 'parts constantly
changing and flowing are us. If we try to
exclude a pal!jj!Ws going to cause us

trouble. .it I: bm
.

As a pediatrician I talk tg. many
· parents. I have to know there's a child:
abuser in myself, or I can't .work at' all
with child-abusers. If I don't -know that

part. of me, boy, they know it' right
touch with this fundamental anxiety of away: "Here comes-that g9ody.goody."
being' nobody .., And' usually' there's an We, all have ,PC1rts- that comes, home

immediate withdrawal from: that' anxiety. ,fraizled after a hard'day's' work and

But willpne notescape thistime? Will one- 'hasn't sat a sesshin in two months
face that anxiety-but just anxiety? Not because our husband got to 'do the

stopping the questioning, but .simply sesshin this time, and when the kid starts

looking, feeling, listening, quietly with no

.

crying and whining, you want to, open
goal in mind. Just being with what is .there

.

the window and throw him out.' Or 'you
or isn't 'there in utter silence... wantto say to your teenager, "look, see
May-be there is � flash .of insight into the,

.

_ you :Iater when you '.get "your act
'

fact that we are nobody, nothing. With this', 'together. Come back ,in 'about ·five·
glimpse comes a joy that cannot 'possibly be years,"

"

. Pl!_t into words. It/has 'nothing to do with Knowing 'and explorlnqall those. parts
, words. It is no image, no thought.

. is exploring Buddha nature. It's not: just
, Then the next moment, 'does one try to human nature, 'it's everything, I am: the

"

grab onto it ,.:.make it into an image? "I am.' grass,' the leaves, the Datsun Z. J am

iomebcdy who has seen." "Now I know." Ronald Reagan. 7
-

�

-

Does one congratulate oneself again? Does I am a star and a piece of dirt. All of

onetry-torecall and relive the experience?' that blending together -and .constantly
'images come so quickly, like 'mushrooms cnangrng is who we. are. It's not a 'blend
springing out of the ground on a 'moist in the sense of qruel, like on theseventh

.

�l!ihy day. There 'they are _: new images. day. of sesshin when the cooks keep
Will one see them immediately and drop mixing the leftovers from days before

• them instantly? into the pot. and' it comes out all gray
Ordoes one.just carryon, "I've done with some little green flecks. in it, not

this thing, I've gotten through it. This is it; tasting like anything. It's a rich and
11m no one!" What does ft mean - "11m lovely blending like Chinese .food, that
no one?" It's. already become a concept, preserves and recognizes the diverse

a_memory. '" _ ._

elements: salty; sweet, spicy, crisp and-
So - is it possible to see and be free of, soft, and so' on, That's what our mixture

'images frommoment tomoment - really is' - delicious. Our Buddha 'nature 'is

being no one and therefore completely open delicious, as Gesshin said.
'

-'
and related to everyone arid everything, We mentioned the notion that women.....
witll a lovingness that cannot be produced don't have Buddha nature or can't

through any kindof practice? Love is not, become enlightened until they become

practiceable. It's either there or it isn't, and men. Should we reject that notion? Or
it is Dot there when the "me" is there who can we examine it, ask what it means in a

wants to bring it about, who tries to grab it deeper sense ...women, can't become

and hold on to it. . enlightened until they are born as men?'
, One may de�eive oneself as being a AbsolutelY rightl i can't become

loving" ,kind of '. person being' 'very enlightenec::t.untill ha\le·been born as a

cO'mpassionate. Is it just an image? Do you', man, as a woman, as neither and as

seeit when it comes up? Can it be dropped both.
,

instantly s6 one really does not know what
'

'Men cannbt become enlightened until

one.is? Just letting, actiori flow out of this they know·their masculine nature, their

�19t"knowiP&, just being in touch with what feminine nature; ,the nature /that .is

'is wjt�in and before one - listening, neither and·Qoth. '. _

.

.'teeing, responding,:openly? It's up to each ' So let us practice together. Every
.

life

one of us. No one can do it for us. Listen!' and. every minute ,of life. is communion,
o

.

coming into union with who we are.0

emtiness. We don't recognize 'what. is .

constantly changing. We try to fix it or

hold it in some way. "Oh! i am a

vegetarian meditator. Thiswill always be
my life." Right away we're. headed 'for
trouble. The fundamental teaching of
the Buddha is impermanence, constant
change. We have to recoqnize that we

•

'are all of it, and it is constantly
changing: Emptiness is not like some

big black void waiting for us to fall into i't
-arrd yell forhelp. Emptiness is constant
change, 'nothing Hxed.t . nothing
permanent.
,

. We are a celibate nun.rand also, we're:

very sensual people. who love" being
married arid having relationships .. We
are very vulnerable and' frightened arrd
childlike: and also .�ery clear-minded
and steady, with..diarnond-Iike wisdom

.fo cut aside any', impediment. We .are
· also fluffy-brained. and. confused ,and
forget 'things. We're- health 'food nuts

. who love to eat burned oatmeal in the
.

.morni�g because
.

"It's' qood for- our

practice." We also tove those Pepperidge
Farm cookles with the sugar icing for tea
breek.

"

,"\

/

'.
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," . and had a very intimate t-ime together,

really open-hearted, 'ready to share

experience. and feelings of freedom and

deep compassion with one another: What
.

came-out of it were feelings of real strength
with that compassion. There was our

compassion <;ins,! wisdom, gentle and-strong:
real women warriors cutting off all their
delusions about what they could or could
not be. There we were!! 0 •

grabbiness? Or are we sitting instead with
this kind of mind that oth�r women

teachers have spoken about today, this
open-hearted, not"knowing, giving-up
yourself . practice? No grabbiness,. no
gaining idea, just'"moment after'memento
'Open...

When we had finished. the California
sesshin, .we sat -around outside in .a circle
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Workshops (Approx. 1 hr.,'15 ",11n.) $5.25 ea.

o PZ 5 ton. Packer, . '. 0 PZ8 Gesshln Myoko Mldwer '.
,

o PZ 6 ' Jacqueline Schwartz Ma';d�lI � O. PZ 9, Jan Chozen Soule
o PZ 7 "Maurine Freedga,od'Roshi 0 PZ 10 Bobby'Rhodes

TALKS (Approx. 60 min.) 13.50 ea.

'0 PZl Toni Packer - Images -,

Jacquell�e Schw� Mandell - Politics of the Heart .

o .PZ2 Maurine Myoon Freedgood - Co;"passlon and Wisdom
Jan Chozim Soaile - Taking Reallia.tlon Into Eye'fday Life
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o PZ3 Gushln Myoko.Mldwer. - Women and Buddlilsm In America
,

Bobby Rhodes - Believing In Yourself
.
.'

,
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- .
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